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WHO IS BRYAN FALCHUK?
Bryan Falchuk is a best-selling author, speaker and coach. He has
faced major adversities and learned how to overcome and
achieve. From obesity to running marathons, from career struggles
to success as a C-level executive, from watching illness threaten
his family to finding lasting health, he has been through many
lessons he used to develop his unique approach to inspiring others
to succeed.

Bryan's work has been featured in several top publications like Inc.
Magazine, The LA Times, Chicago Tribune and more. He has spoken
at multiple TEDx events, and has been a featured guest on over 150
podcasts and radio shows.

BEST-SELLING BOOKS THAT IS CHANGE LIVES
Do a Day
Bryan Falchuk overcame adversity, lost 100 pounds, ran a marathon, dramatically
changed his diet and created an approach to help others live a better life, every
day. That way is Do a Day.
Do a Day frees you of the burden and judgment of yesterday‘s choices while
relieving you of the pressure of what tomorrow may bring. By teaching you how to
identify your true motivation and how to use that to focus on what you have to do
today, Do a Day will help you change your life.

The 50 75 100 Solution: Build Better Relationships
In any difficult relationship, whether professional, romantic,
family, friendship or some other type of relationship, there are two sides to the
story. This 50-50 approach leaves us feeling powerless to change how the
other person is treating us or behaving.
What if you could see a path to having influence on the other side of the
equation so we can make things better? Seeing not just your role in the
relationship issues, but how to change the behavior of the other person is
empowering. That way is the 50 75 100 Solution, and you can use it to build
better relationships.
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FOR DO A DAY
“You’ll reach places that you once doubted were for you.”

“A fantastically simple approach to achieving what you
want.”
“A great way to think about the world!”

“You just inspired me to sign up for the NYC marathon!”

“A fresh perspective on how to live a better, happier and more
positive life.”
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THE 50 75 100 SOLUTION
"Bryan provides a wonderful pathway toward better relationships. It's vulnerable, courageous
and filled with practical advice and tips to help anyone improve their relationships at home
and work. I highly recommend The 50 75 100 Solution."

Michael O'Brien
Author of My Last Bad Day Shift

Founder of Peloton Coaching & Consulting

"The 50 75 100 Solution takes you on a life-changing journey of how to have meaningful and
lasting relationships. Bryan Falchuk does a masterful job in helping readers understand that
true happiness is an inside job!"

Robb Holman
Author of Lead the Way and All In

"As a therapist, I work with couples that are blindsided when they realize that others think,
feel and believe differently than they do. This leads to not feeling heard and understood,
which is a core reason why people become divided. The 50 75 100 Solution confronts this
issue head-on, creating a concrete formula that is easy to understand and, more
importantly, it works."

Terah Harrison
Licensed Professional Counselor, Host of Make More Love, Not War

SPEAKING

Bryan is an experienced speaker, event chair, moderator, and
facilitator. He has spoken at multiple TEDx events, corporate
meetings, and other settings. He is available to speak at your
next meeting, event or other setting where a group of people
could benefit from learning the inspiring message of Do a Day.
Suggested talks include:
How to Find Your True Motivation So You Can Succeed
Be Free of Judgement of The Past & Fear of The Future
to Achieve Today
Break the Cycle of Negative Self-Talk That's Holding
Back Your Career
Honesty As the Only Path to Performance Management
How To Avoid Making Short-Sighted Business Decisions
Overcoming Relationship Dysfunction to Succeed
Together
What Terrible Bosses Teach Us About Leadership
How Doing Less Can Help You Achieve More in Your
Career
Stop Competing So You Can Revolutionize Your industry
Lead Your Team Through Change
Customized talks tailored to your audience & context
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Bryan presented the idea behind his best-selling book,
Do a Day, at TEDxBergenCommunityCollege. This event
is one of the longest-running TEDx events in the world,
and their talks typically have over 6 million views.
He was also the kick-off presenter at the inaugural
TEDxPensacola event in August, 2018 where he shared
what he calls, "The 50 75 100," which is the idea in his
forthcoming second book. 50 75 100 is a way to see
your power to make tough relationships better.
Bryan presented the idea of why you need to ask for
what you don't have at TEDxBowdoinCollege in April
2019 to help you go for what you really want in life.
Watch Bryan's TEDx Talks at: bryanfalchuk.com/tedx
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MEDIAEXPOSURE
PRINT•WEB•PODCAST•RADIO
35+ articles written
for Inc. Magazine
Chicago Tribune
Baltimore Sun
LA Times
San Diego UnionTribune
Business Insider
CBC Life
Guest blogger on
many popular sites

Beauty Inside Out
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Creative Warriors
Front Row Factor
Leadership & Loyalty
Million Pound Mission
Mindfulness Mode
Misfit Entrepreneur
Plant Yourself
Positive Productivity
Productive Flourishing
Over 150 others
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Show Live
The Motivation
Show
The Small Business
Show on WCPT
Chicago
Lifeology
BITE Radio
Influencers Radio
CKWR Ontario

CONTACT
available for appearances, speaking events, interviews,
emceeing, podcasts, coaching, book signing & more

SOCIAL MEDIA
@bryanfalchuk
@bryanfalchuk
fb.me/bryanfalchuk

CONTACT DETAILS
617 435 4440
bryan@bryanfalchuk.com
www.bryanfalchuk.com

